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bstract

An existing attentional-associative model of classical conditioning [Schmajuk N, Lam Y, Gray JA. Latent inhibition: a neural network approach.
Exp Psychol: Anim Behav Process 1996;22:321–49] is applied to the description of reinstatement in animals and humans. According to the
odel, inhibitory associations between the context (CX) and unconditioned stimulus (US) are formed during extinction, which help preserve the

ssociation between the conditioned stimulus (CS) and the US. However, summation and retardation tests fail to reveal these associations because
a) the CX is not attended or (b) a CX–CS configural stimulus formed during extinction is both poorly attended and weakly active during testing.

hen US presentations and testing occur in the same context, reinstatement is the consequence of a decreased CX inhibition and the increased
ttention to the CS, which activates the remaining CS–US association. When US presentations occur in the context of extinction but the CS is

ested in a different context, reinstatement results from an increased attention to the CS and the combination of CS–CX and CX–US excitatory
ssociations. The assumption that associations between CSs are impaired following neurotoxic hippocampal lesions or in amnesia, is sufficient to
escribe absence of reinstatement in those cases. However, additional assumptions might be needed to describe the effect of hippocampal lesions
n other postextinction manipulations.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fear is a rudimentary emotion that promotes survival by
ngaging defensive responses to threatening cues in the envi-
onment. Organisms have evolved robust brain mechanisms to
valuate the threat value of sensory stimuli and engage fight-
r-flight reactions accordingly. To facilitate adaptive behavior,
t is important to learn the predictive relationship among stim-
li and reinforcers and to remember their sensory features and
patial locations. However, because the recruitment of defen-
ive reflexes is metabolically expensive, it is also important to
earn when environmental contingencies change so that aver-
ive outcomes are no longer likely. Such knowledge safeguards
n organism from an unnecessarily prolonged state of anxiety.

esearch on Pavlovian (classical) fear conditioning has revealed
ays in which the signal value of external stimuli are related to

ach other and to the environmental context in order to flexibly
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ngage protective stress responses. Although the brain is wired
o readily acquire conditioned fear, extinguishing prior threat
ssociations is a more fragile process that requires new learning
nd is susceptible to contextual influences (reviewed in Refs.
1–3]). Given their importance in the treatment of anxiety dis-
rders, the factors that contribute to the re-emergence of latent
onditioned fear associations following extinction training have
ome under intense investigation in recent years.

Bouton [1] has described several experimental approaches
hat illustrate the recovery of extinguished fears. One of these,
alled reinstatement, was originally described by Pavlov [4],
urther developed by Rescorla and Heth [5], and later elabo-
ated by Bouton and Bolles [6]. In a reinstatement procedure,
xtinguished responding to a conditioned stimulus (CS) is recov-
red by giving a few presentations of the unconditioned stimulus
US) in a particular environmental context (CX). If the US is pre-
ented in the CX of extinction, the conditioned response (CR)

o the CS in that CX returns to levels previously seen during the
riginal acquisition phase of learning. The fear response then
e-extinguishes with subsequent unreinforced repetitions of the
S. In contrast, if the US is presented in a CX different from

mailto:nestor@duke.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbr.2006.11.026
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hat of extinction, the CR does not recover in the extinction CX.
outon [1] has argued that following extinction, the animal has

wo memory traces that compete to guide behavior—the rein-
orced (CS–US) ‘fear’ associations from acquisition training and
he unreinforced (CS-alone) ‘safety’ associations from extinc-
ion training. Although the extinction procedure lays down a
etroactive inhibition of the original CS–US association, if the
S is subsequently encountered in a fearful CX, retrieval of the
riginal fear association is favored. In this way, current contex-
ual cues help to disambiguate the meaning of the CS, which has
een associated with two predictive outcomes.

Like Bouton and Bolles [6], Westbrook et al. ([7], Experi-
ent 2) also reported reinstatement by presenting the US and

esting the CS in the same context. However, they also reported
einstatement by presenting the US in the context of extinction
nd testing the CS in a different context, and explained this result
n terms of the combination of CS–CX and CX–US excitatory
ssociations.

Lesion studies in rodents have shown that the CX-dependent
einstatement of fear in this procedure depends on the integrity of
he hippocampus. Wilson et al. [8] found that fornix transection
electively reduced fear reinstatement but did not impact the
riginal acquisition or extinction training. A similar result was
ound in rats with neurotoxic lesions to the hippocampus by
rohardt et al. [9]. In contrast, Fox and Holland [10] showed no
ffect of hippocampal neurotoxic lesions on reinstatement when
nimals were trained with an appetitive US. This latter result may
eflect a selective role of the hippocampus in reinstatement of
ear responses, although other differences (e.g., duration of the
nter-trial interval, food provided both in the training cage and
ome cage) in experimental procedures could account for this
iscrepancy.

Recently, contextual fear reinstatement procedures have been
dapted for use in humans. Hermans et al. [11] examined fear
einstatement in healthy adults using a differential condition-
ng protocol and verbal reports of US expectancy, fear ratings
nd reaction times as dependent measures. After extinction
raining, four US-alone presentations yielded subsequent recov-
ry of fear to the CS as indexed by the verbal reports but
ot by reaction time measures. A control group that did not
eceive the US-alone presentations exhibited no fear reinstate-
ent, which ruled out spontaneous recovery (i.e., re-emergence

f the CR when the CS is tested some time after extinc-
ion [4]) as an alternate account for the results. This study,
owever, did not measure fear responses physiologically and
id not determine whether the fear reinstatement was context-
pecific.

In a series of experiments, LaBar and Phelps [12] demon-
trated the context-specificity and hippocampal dependence of
ear reinstatement in humans using skin conductance response
SCR) as a dependent measure. In Experiment 1, participants
nderwent acquisition and extinction of a visual CS-auditory US
ssociation. Following extinction, four presentations of the US

ere given. Subsequent presentations of the CS resulted in fear

ecovery but only for participants who experienced all experi-
ental phases in the same environmental CX. Participants who

xperienced the post-extinction US presentations in an irrele-
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ant CX did not show fear recovery to the CS. Experiment
used a differential conditioning procedure to show that fear

einstatement was specific to the CS paired with the US (CS+)
nd not to an unreinforced control stimulus (CS−). Experiment
replicated Experiment 1 but used a shock US. In addition,

wo amnesic patients with hypoxic damage to the hippocam-
us showed normal fear acquisition and extinction but did not
xhibit fear recovery, despite being tested in the same CX. These
nitial findings in humans suggest that the CX- and hippocampal-
ependency of fear reinstatement are conserved across
pecies.

Despite the importance of this behavioral approach to the
tudy of fear recovery following extinction, most existing the-
ries of classical conditioning can describe only some aspects
he phenomenon. The goal of the present study was to provide
mechanistic account of fear reinstatement through application
f the neural network model of classical conditioning introduced
y Schmajuk, Lam, and Gray (SLG [13]), which also describes
hallenging experimental results that alternative models fail to
xplain [14], as well as the results of behavioral manipula-
ions following extinction (Larrauri and Schmajuk, submitted for
ublication). Furthermore, by introducing changes in the com-
utation of some of its variables, Buhusi et al. [15] showed that
he SLG model can describe many of the effects of hippocampal
ysfunction on classical conditioning.

In the present study, we simulated behavioral and lesion data
rom rats and humans to determine if the CX- and hippocampal-
ependency of fear reinstatement could be understood in terms
f attentional-associative principles, and their alteration after
ippocampal lesions. We applied the model to the simulation
f Bouton and Bolles’ ([6]; Experiments 1 and 2) data using
ormal rats, Westbrook et al.’s ([7]; Experiment 2) data using
ormal rats, Frohardt et al.’s ([9]; Experiment 1) experimen-
al results using rats with hippocampal lesions, and LaBar and
helps’ ([12]; Experiment 3) data using normal humans and
mnesic patients. In addition, we simulated results reported
y Rescorla and Cunningham [16] and Bouton and King [17]
egarding the associative properties of the participating stim-
li in different phases of reinstatement. Through this modeling
ffort, new insights can be gained concerning the mechanisms
nderlying the return of fear following extinction training, which
ould have important implications for understanding relapse in
nxiety disorders.

. Method

.1. The Schmajuk, Lam and Gray (1996) model of storage and
etrieval

Schmajuk, Lam, and Gray (SLG [13] and Schmajuk and Larrauri [14])
roposed a model of classical conditioning that incorporates and extends the
roperties of several previous models. The SLG model includes (1) a recurrent
ystem that stores between-CS and CS–US associations and permits the gener-
tion of inferences, (2) a real-time attentional variable regulated by the novelty

f the US, the CSs, and the CX, and (3) a competitive rule that describes CS–US
nd between-CS (i.e., CS-other CS, CX–CS, and CS–CX) associations. A for-
al description of the model as a set of differential equations is presented in
chmajuk et al. [13]. The model can describe numerous classical conditioning
aradigms ([13,14,60]).
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the Schmajuk–Lam–Gray (SLG [13]) network. CS:
conditioned stimulus; US: unconditioned stimulus; τCS: short-term memory
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race of the CS; BCS: prediction of the CS; zCS: attentional memory; XCS: inter-
al representation of the CS; VCS1–CS1, VCS1–CS2, . . ., VCS1–US: associations
S1–CS1, CS1–CS2, . . ., CS1–US; CR: conditioned response.

As shown in Fig. 1, the SLG network includes:

. Short-term Memory and Feedback: In order to allow a CS to establish asso-
ciations with other CSs or the US even when separated by a temporal gap
(e.g., trace conditioning), a CS activates a short-term memory trace, τCS,
which increases over time to a maximum when the CS is present and then
gradually decays back to its initial value when the CS is absent.

The output of the Short-term Memory and Feedback Block in Fig. 1 is
proportional to τCS + BCS, where BCS is the prediction of the CS by itself,
other CSs, and the CX. This output is active either in the presence of a CS
or when an absent CS is predicted by other CSs or the CX.

. Attention: The model assumes that organisms respond to novelty by increas-
ing attention to environmental stimuli [57]. In order to increase attention to
the CSs when novelty is sensed, the output of the feedback system (τCS + BCS)
becomes associated with the normalized value of total novelty detected in
the environment, Novelty’. Attentional memory, zCS, reflects the association
between the output of the feedback system and Novelty’. The initial value of
zCS is zero. When Novelty’ is relatively large, zCS increases; and when Nov-
elty’ is small, zCS decreases. The output of the Attention Block in Fig. 1 is
proportional to XCS = zCS (τCS + BCS). It is assumed that attention zCS always
lags behind Novelty’.

Notice that because the output of the feedback system is proportional to
τCS + BCS, even when CS is absent but predicted by other CSs through BCS,
zCS becomes modified by the value of Novelty’.

. Associations: The model assumes that organisms build an internal model of
their environment [61]. In the network, environmental regularities are stored
in the associative system as (1) associations of each XCS with its correspond-
ing CS, VCS1–CS1, (2) associations between XCS with other CSs, VCS1–CS2,
(3) associations of XCS with the context (CX), VCS1–CX, (4) associations
of XCX of the CX with the CS, VCX–CS1, and (5) associations of XCS with
the US, VCS1–US. Presentation of a CS or a CX will increase the activity
of the representations of their associated CS, CX, or US if the associations
are excitatory. If the associations are inhibitory, those presentations decrease
the activity of the representations of their associated CS, CX, or US. The
activity of the representations of CS, CX, and US are regarded as aggregate
predictions of the CSs (BCS), the CX (BCX), and the US (BUS) by all CSs and
CX active at a given time. The prediction of the US, BUS, controls the CR.

Note that because τCS1 + BCS1 is active when the absent CS1 is predicted
by other CSs or the CX, associations VCS1–CS2, VCS1–CX, and VCS1–US can
change even in its absence.

Storage: As in the Rescorla–Wagner (R–W) [18] model, changes in
associations are proportional to the difference between predicted and real
values of the CS or US, (CS − BCS) or (US − BUS). However, in our model

BCS and BUS do not assume negative values and, therefore, conditioned
inhibitors are not extinguished by non-reinforced CS presentations. Because
the rate of change of every association is directly proportional to XCS, XCS

controls the storage (formation or read-in) of the associations.

1

l
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Retrieval: Since the magnitude of the aggregate predictions BUS and BCS

is proportional to XCS, XCS also controls the retrieval of those associations.
Because attentional memory zCS controls the magnitude of the internal
representation XCS, attention controls storage and retrieval of between-CS
and CS–US associations.

Simultaneous control of memory storage and retrieval is a most important
feature of the SLG model. This property makes the SLG model different
from most other models of classical conditioning in which attention controls
only the storage of associations.

. Novelty’: The novelty system computes the total novelty, Novelty’, detected
in the environment at a given time. The novelty of a CS, CX, or US is
computed as the absolute value of the difference between the average
observed value of the CS, CX, or US, and the average of the sum of all
predictions of that CS, CX, or US, by all active CSs and CXs. Total novelty,
Novelty’, is given by the sum of the novelty of all stimuli present or
predicted at a given time, normalized between 0 and 1.

. CR strength: As mentioned, the CR is proportional to the prediction of the
US, BUS. Because the model assumes a threshold for responding, the CR
can be zero even if the CS–US is greater than zero. In purely appetitive
or aversive behaviors the model assumes that because the subject orients
towards the novel stimulus, this orienting response (OR) decreases the
strength of the CR. For simplicity, simulations presented in this paper do
not include inhibition by the OR.

.2. How the model explains reinstatement

The model explains reinstatement in the following terms. During acquisition,
he target CS and the CX compete to gain association with the US. Because the
S is active for a limited period of time, but the CX is assumed to be active for

he whole intertrial interval (ITI), CS–US associations are strong and CX–US
ssociations weak by the end of conditioning. During extinction, the initially
trong CS–US association decreases and the initially weak CX–US associa-
ion becomes inhibitory, which results in the attenuation of the CR. Because
X–US associations are inhibitory, the remaining excitatory CS–US associa-

ions are protected from extinction [19]. Attention to both the CS and the CX
ight be small at the end of extinction. Presentations of the US in the CX

in the absence of the CS) increase attention to the CX and yield an excita-
ory CX–US association and the consequent reinstatement of the CR. Also,
ecause the image of the CS is evoked by the CX, attention to the CS also
ncreases. During testing, elimination of the CX–US inhibitory association and
n increased attention to the CS translate into a relative large CR. In certain cases,
S–CX associations formed during extinction combine with CX–US associa-

ions formed during US presentations in the CX, to contribute to the generation of
he CR.

.3. Suppression ratios

Some of the data analyzed in the present study were collected using a condi-
ioned emotional response paradigm [6,9]. In order to compare experimental and
imulated results, we transformed CR strengths provided by the model into sup-
ression ratios. Suppression ratios were calculated with the equation A/(A + B),
ere A represents the appetitive responding (e.g., bar pressing for food, water

icking) when the CS is present and B represents the appetitive responding during
he preceding non-CS period of equal duration. We assume that responding dur-
ng the CS period is given by β − CR(CS), and responding during the preceding
on-CS period is given by β − CR(CX), where β is proportional to the intensity
f the appetitive behavior. Therefore, the suppression ratio was calculated by
β − CR(CS))/((β − CR(CX)) + β − CR(CS)) = (β − CR(CS))/(2β − CR(CS)

CR(CX)). In order to avoid unrealistic negative suppression ratios, the value
f β was arbitrarily set to the maximum value of the CR(CS). Notice that
hen V(CX,US) ∼ 0 or < 0, then the suppression ratio is well approximated by

β − CR(CS))/(2β − CR(CS)).
.4. Effects of neurotoxic hippocampal lesions

A number of studies seem to indicate that selective excitotoxic hippocampal
esions ([20]; but see [21]), fimbrial lesions [22], and kainic lesions of hip-
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Fig. 2. Reinstatement of conditioned fear in rats. Data indicate suppression
ratios in different conditions. BC: backward conditioning, TC: reinstatement,
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ocampal CA1 [23] impair the acquisition of between-CS associations. In the
ramework of the SLG model, Buhusi et al. [15] described the effect of these
esions by assuming that between-CS associations, presumably stored in cortical
reas, remain zero. They also assumed that associations of the CS with itself,
hich produce habituation to the CS, are modified when the CS is perceived.
nder these assumptions, the model is able to explain the apparently contra-
ictory effects (i.e., impairment, preservation, and facilitation) of hippocampal
esions on latent inhibition. Furthermore, Pothuizen et al. [24] recently con-
rmed the predictions generated by the model regarding the facilitation of latent

nhibition of conditioned taste aversion by selective lesions of a brain region that
eceives hippocampal input, i.e., the shell of the nucleus accumbens.

Also, in support for these assumptions, the marked deficits shown by amnesic
atients in learning unrelated word pairs [25] can be represented by impairments
n between-CS associations.

.5. Parameters

Parameter values used in our simulations were identical to those used by
chmajuk and Larrauri [14] and Larrauri and Schmajuk (submitted for publica-

ion). These values are similar to those used in Schmajuk et al. [26], Schmajuk
t al. [13], Buhusi et al. [15], and Schmajuk et al. [27], with exception of the
arameter that controls an inhibitory effect of the OR on the CR, which was set
o zero in order to avoid incorrect results when suppression ratios are used (see
14], for a complete discussion).

In our simulations, several tonic contextual stimuli were used to represent
he contexts in which the animals are placed: (a) CXh represents the home cage
here animals are housed during the interval between different daily sessions,

b) different CXc’s represent the features of the different operant chambers,
nd (c) CXg is used to represent the common features to both chambers and the
ome cage, that is, the generalization between all contexts. We used CXh = .5 and
Xg = .4 in all simulations, but CXc varied according to the training apparatus
sed in the different experiments.

. Results

Rat data from two experimental papers were simulated. First,
ata from four experimental papers Bouton and Bolles ([6];
xperiments 1 and 2) were simulated to account for fear rein-
tatement when the CS is tested in the context in which the US
as presented after extinction. Second, data from Westbrook et

l. ([7]; Experiment 2) were simulated to account for reinstate-
ent when the CS is tested in a context different from the one in
hich the US was presented. Third, lesion data were simulated

rom Frohardt et al. ([9]; Experiment 1) to account for the conse-
uences of hippocampal damage on fear reinstatement. Finally,
ata from LaBar and Phelps ([12]; Experiment 3) were simulated
o account for consequences of context shifts and hippocampal
esions in humans.

.1. Fear reinstatement when the CS is tested in the context
n which the US was presented

.1.1. Experimental data
In Bouton and Bolles’ [6] Experiment 1, conditioning took

lace in CXB, extinction in CXA, US exposure in CXA or CXB,
nd testing in CXA. Conditioning took place in conditioning
oxes, CXB, and consisted of 15 CS–US presentations in 1 day,
ith a 60-s tone CS followed by a .5 s footshock in the test con-
ext (TC) group, or preceded by the footshock in the Backward
onditioning (BC) group. Four extinction trials took place in

he Skinned box, CXA, over 4 days. Whereas Groups TC and
C received 4 US presentations in CXA, Group CC received 4

s
[

d

C: control group, TC-Ext: reinstatement and extinction group. Top Panel: Data
rom Bouton and Bolles ([6], Experiments 1 and 2). Bottom Panel: Computer
imulations. Average suppression ratio over 10 test trials.

S presentation in CXB. Finally, testing took place in CXA for
trials. As shown in Fig. 2 (Top Panel), whereas rats in the BC

nd CC groups show large suppression ratios (no responding),
ats in the TC group showed smaller suppression ratios (strong
esponding) to the CS. Bouton and Bolles ([6], Experiment 1)
oncluded that reinstatement was obtained when the US was pre-
ented in the context in which testing occurs (AAA sequence)
ut not when the US was presented in a different context (ABA
equence).

Bouton and Bolles ([6], Experiment 2) also reported that
he interpolation of non-reinforced exposure to the context
etween reinstatement and testing resulted in the elimination
f reinstatement. In their experiment, rats in the TC-Extinction
roup received the same treatment described above for the TC
roup, but extinction trials in the Skinner box (Context A) were
nterspersed between reinstatement and testing stages. Test-
ng consisted of 4 trials. As shown in Fig. 2 (Top Panel), the
C-Extinction group shows weak responding to the CS. As
xplained below, reinstatement can be also eliminated by pre-

entation of another reinforced CS following reinstatement trials
16].

Some experiments have explored the associations formed
uring the different phases of the reinstatement experiment.
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ollowing extinction, Bouton and King ([17], page 253) found
hat responding to an excitatory CS in the extinction context
as not significantly different from responding to that CS in
neutral context. Based on the results of a summation test,

hey concluded that the context of extinction had not become
nhibitory. In addition, Richards and Sargent [28] showed that
he rate of extinction to a given CS was not significantly affected
y the prior extinction of other CSs, a result that suggests that
he context does not become inhibitory during extinction. Fol-
owing the reinstatement phase, Bouton and Bolles ([6], page
76) reported that contextual associations with the US were not
etected by bar-pressing rates in the absence of the CS. However,
uch excitatory contextual associations were discovered using a
ontext-preference test [17].

.1.2. Simulation results
Our simulations included 7 CS–US acquisition trials (Groups

C, TC, and TC-EXT) or 7 US–CS trials (Group BC) in CXB
conditioning box), 25 CS extinction trials in CXA (Skinner
ox), and 5 US trials in CXB (Group CC) or in CXA (Groups
C, TC-EXT and BC). Group TC-EXT received 20 trials of
xposure to CXA, whereas Groups CC and TC spent an equiv-
lent amount of trials in the home cage. The salience of CXA
Skinner box) was set to CXc = .5 and CXg = .4. The salience of
XB (conditioning box) was set to CXc = .1 and CXg = .4. The
S had a 10 t.u. duration and salience .8, the US was 5 t.u. long
ith salience 2, the interstimulus interval (ISI) was 5 t.u., and the

TI was 100 t.u. Simulations of 20 home-cage trials (CXh = .5,
Xg = .4) were included between the different sessions.

As shown in Fig. 2 (Bottom Panel), in agreement with Bou-
on and Bolles ([6], Experiment 1), whereas simulations for the
C and CC groups show large suppression ratios (no condi-

ioning), simulations for the TC group showed relatively small
uppression ratios (strong responding) to the CS. In addition,
n agreement with Bouton and Bolles ([6], Experiment 2), the
C-EXT group shows absence of reinstatement.

According to the model, extinction in CXA results in a
ecreased CS–US and increased inhibitory CXA–US associa-
ions and, consequently, in the absence of a CR. As mentioned,
ecause CXA–US associations become inhibitory, the remain-
ng excitatory CS–US associations are protected from extinction.

hereas subsequent presentations of the US in CXA yield an
xcitatory CXA–US association and the consequent generation
f a CR, US presentations in CXB leave intact those inhibitory
ssociations, which continue to hinder the generation of the CR
n CXA. In addition to these associational mechanisms, atten-
ional mechanisms also play a role. During US presentations
n CXA, attention to CXA increases due to the absence of the
S, which makes possible the formation of excitatory CXA–US
ssociations. During testing, Novelty’ and attention to the CS
ncrease in the TC group because the US, presented in CXA dur-
ng the previous phase of the experiment, is now expected but
ot present in that context. Instead, Novelty’ decreases in the CC

roup because the US presented during reinstatement in CXB is
ot expected to be present in CXA. Therefore, a larger CXA–US
ssociation combined with an increased attention to the CS in
XA translates into larger CR in the TC than in the CC group.

C
o
s
a

in Research 177 (2007) 242–253

Absence of reinstatement in the group TC-EXT is explained
s follows. Nonreinforced presentations in CXA decrease the
XA–US excitatory associations. However, in the absence of the
xcitatory CS–US association, the CXA–US association can-
ot become inhibitory (as it had in extinction in the presence
f the CS) and, therefore, cannot counterbalance the excita-
ory CS–US association during testing. According to the model,
esponding to the CS is weak during testing because attention
o the CS decreases when CXA is presented by itself. Atten-
ion to the absent CS decreases when the animal is placed in
XA because (a) CXA activates the CS representation through
X–CS associations, and (b) Novelty’ is small due to the small
ifference between the weakly predicted US (the CXA–US asso-
iation is weak) and the absent US. In brief, extinction of the
XA–US is not enough to bring back the situation encoun-

ered at the end of extinction, when the CX–US association was
nhibitory and counterbalanced the excitatory CS–US associ-
tion. Therefore, attention to the CS decreases and eliminates
esponding by lack of activation of the CS–US association. Also,
ecause the CXA–US associations and attention to CXA take
number of trials to decrease, the model correctly shows that

einstatement is not affected with few extinction trials (see [6];
ig. 2).

Also, as reported by Rescorla and Cunningham ([16],
xperiment 1), simulations show that presentation of another,
reviously reinforced CS, following presentation of the US in the
ontext, also eliminates reinstatement. According to the model,
hen the previously reinforced CS is presented in the reinforced
X, the aggregate prediction of the US increases and, therefore,
ontext–US associations decrease faster than when the context
s extinguished by itself.

.1.3. Contextual associations
In addition to correctly describing the results reported by

outon and Bolles ([6], Experiments 1 and 2) and Rescorla and
unningham [16], the model explains results of experiments that
valuated the associations formed during the different phases of
he experiment. For instance, additional simulations (Larrauri
nd Schmajuk, submitted for publication) reveal why Bouton
nd King ([17], page 253) reported that responding to an excita-
ory CS in the extinction context was not significantly different
rom responding to that CS in a neutral context (summation
est). According to the model, during extinction, Novelty’ and
ttention to both the CS and the context decrease. Because of
he reduced attention to the context, the inhibitory association
ccrued by the CX does not inhibit the excitation produced by
nother CS associated with the US. Therefore, in agreement with
outon and King’s results, even if the CX becomes inhibitory, it
annot inhibit responding to an excitatory CS. Computer simu-
ations show that the CR to that CS in the context of extinction is
imilar to the CR to that CS even when extinction occurred in a
ifferent context. The model also reproduces Richards and Sar-
ent’s [28] results showing that the rate of extinction to a given

S is not significantly affected when preceded by the extinction
f other CSs. In sum, a decreased attention the CX might be
ufficient to explain the apparent absence of CX–US inhibitory
ssociations.
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Another possible reason why the CX–US inhibitory asso-
iation is not manifested in the above experiments is that the
X forms a configural stimulus with the CS. During extinc-

ion, this configural CX–CS stimulus is fully active, inhibits
he generation of the CR, and protects the CS–US association
rom decreasing. However, the configural CX–CS stimulus is
nly partially active in the absence of the extinguished CS, and
herefore its inhibitory abilities are decreased. The configural
X–CS assumption is similar, but not identical, to Bouton’s

1,29] notion that the extinguished CS and the CX activate an
ND gate whose output becomes inhibitory during extinction
ut is inactive when the CX is tested alone. The advantage of the
onfigural assumption over the AND assumption is that only the
onfigural one allows for the formation of configural–US asso-
iations during US presentations in the CX alone and, therefore,
s able to describe reinstatement.

Even though computer simulations confirm that the CX–CS
onfigural assumption is able to describe reinstatement and the
bsence of contextual inhibition when the CX of extinction is
ested in the absence of the extinguished CS, it is not sufficient
o explain the elimination of reinstatement when presentations
f the CX alone follow US presentations in that CX (Group TC-
XT). As mentioned, this result is explained in terms of both

a) the extinction of the CX–US association, and (b) a mediated
through CX–CS associations) decrease in attention to the CS.

Because the attentional assumption is sufficient to explain all
he results shown above, but the addition of a configural assump-
ion is needed to guarantee that no CX-alone inhibition exists,
arrauri and Schmajuk (submitted for publication) suggested an
xperiment to decide between these alternatives. They propose
o test an excitatory CS in the extinction CX after increasing
ttention to the CX by presenting a novel, surprising CS. In that
ase, the CX will show inhibition if the attentional assumption
s correct, but no inhibitory power if the configural assumption
s right.

Finally, Bouton and Bolles ([6], page 376) reported that, fol-
owing the reinstatement phase, contextual associations with the
S were not detected by bar-pressing rates in the absence of the
S. However, Bouton and King [17] found an aversion to the

hocked context using a context-preference test. In agreement
ith these results, simulations show almost no suppression to

he context, even when the context–US association is a relative
arge percent of the value of the CS–US association and would
e avoided given a preference test.

.2. Fear reinstatement when the CS is tested in a context
ifferent from the one in which the US was presented

.2.1. Experimental data
Westbrook et al. [7] extended Bouton and Bolles’ ([6],

xperiment 1) demonstration that reinstatement is present when
xtinction, US presentations and testing occur in the same
ontext (AAA procedure); but not when US exposure occurs

n a different context (ABA procedure). As shown in Fig. 3
Top Panel), Westbrook et al. ([7], Experiment 2) also reported
einstatement when US presentations and testing occur in the
ame contexts (e.g., AAA and ABB procedures), and absence

l
a
A
s

ested in Contexts A or B. Top Panel: Data from Westbrook et al. ([7], Experiment
). Bottom Panel: Computer simulations. Amplitude of the conditioned response
n the first test trial.

f reinstatement when those contexts are different (e.g., ABA
equence). In addition, they also reported reinstatement when
he US is presented in the context of extinction and tested in a
ifferent context (e.g., AAB sequence). Westbrook et al. ([7],
xperiment 3) reported that Group AAB show stronger freezing

han Group A-B, which did not receive US presentations, a result
hat demonstrates that responding in the AAB group is reinstate-

ent (the effect of the US received in CXA) and not renewal (the
ffect of changing from the extinction CXA to CXB).

.2.2. Simulation results
Our simulations included 7 CS–US acquisition trials, 25 CS

xtinction trials, and 5 US presentation trials. The salience of
ll CXs was set to CXc = .1 and CXg = .1. The CS had a 30 t.u.
uration and salience 1 the US was 5 t.u. long with salience 2,
he ISI was 25 t.u., and the ITI was 100 t.u. Simulations of 20
ome-cage trials (CXh = .5, CXg = .1) were included between
he different sessions.

As shown in Fig. 3 (Bottom Panel), in agreement with West-
rook et al. ([7], Experiment 2a), whereas simulations for the
AA, AAB, and ABB groups show large freezing, simulations

or the ABA group showed relatively small freezing. In addition,
n agreement with Westbrook et al. ([7], Experiment 3) simu-

ations show that whereas a group conditioned, extinguished,
nd presented with the US in CXA, and tested in CXB (Group
AB) shows stronger freezing than another group trained with a

imilar procedure with exception of the US presentation (Group
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A-B). As mentioned, this result demonstrates that the strong
esponding in Group AAAB is reinstatement and not renewal.

Computer simulations describe two different ways to achieve
einstatement. One, when US presentations and testing occur
n the same context (AAA and ABB groups), reinstatement
eems to be the consequence of the elimination of CX–US
nhibitory associations and the increased attention to the CS,
hich activates the remaining CS–US association. Two, when
S presentations occur in the context of extinction but the CS is

ested in a different context (AAB group) reinstatement seems to
e the result of an increased attention to the CS and the combina-
ion of CS–CX and CX–US associations. In this case, the model
olution is similar to Westbrook et al.’s [7] suggestion that a com-
ination of CS–CX associations (acquired during extinction) and
X–US associations (acquired during US presentations in the
X) mediate reinstatement.

.3. Effect of hippocampal lesions on reinstatement after
versive conditioning

.3.1. Experimental data
Frohardt et al. [9] reported that neurotoxic hippocam-

al lesions eliminated reinstatement. In their experiment, rats
eceived: (1) alternated training to criterion in two Skinner boxes
Contexts A and B) in a VI 90 schedule, (2) conditioning in CXA
onsisting of 8 conditioning trials during 2 days, with a 60-s light
ffset CS followed by a .5 s footshock, alternated with exposure
o CXB, (3) extinction in CXA for 4 days alternated with expo-
ure to CXB, (4) reinstatement consisting of 8 US presentations
n CXA (Same group) alternated with exposure to CXB, and (5)
esting in CXA for 4 trials. A control group (Different group)
eceived 8 US presentations in CXB. As shown in Fig. 4 (Top
anel), whereas Sham lesioned rats in the Same group (shocks
elivered in the extinction context) showed small suppression
atios (strong responding) to the CS, HP lesioned rats and Sham
esioned rats in the Different group (shocks delivered in another
X) show large suppression ratios (no responding).

.3.2. Simulation results
We applied the same simulation parameters used to simulate

outon and Bolles ([6], Experiment 1) under the assumption
hat between-CS associations are impaired by the excitoxic
ippocampal lesions. As shown in Fig. 4 (Bottom Panel), simu-
ations for the Sham Same group showed a smaller suppression
atio (stronger responding) than the Sham Different and both
ippocampal groups (weak conditioning).

According to the model, in both groups, extinction in CXA
esults in a decreased CS–US association and an inhibitory
XA–US association and, consequently, in the absence of a
R. However, the groups differ during the US administration in
XA. Because normal animals expect to find the CS in CXA,
hen the CS is absent, Novelty’ and attention to CXA increase.
onsequently, the CXA–US association becomes excitatory.
nstead, in the absence of CXA–CS associations, hippocampal
esion animals are insensitive to the absence of CS in CXA.
herefore, Novelty’ and attention to CXA do not increase. As
result, the CXA–US association remains inhibitory. Finally,

l
e
t
o

ham or hippocampal lesions. Bottom Panel: Computer simulations. Average
uppression ratio over 7 test trials.

uring testing in CXA, because of the remaining CXA–US
nhibitory association, hippocampal lesioned animals do not
how reinstatement. In sum, because they are insensitive to the
bsence of the CS in CXA, hippocampal lesioned animals do
ot increase attention to CXA and the CXA–US association
esponsible for reinstatement remains inhibitory.

In addition to impairment of reinstatement, Frohardt et al.
[9], Experiment 2) also reported that neurotoxic hippocampal
esions spare renewal, i.e., the re-emergence of the CR following

xtinction in a different context. The model correctly describes
his result. According to the model, renewal is the consequence
f the formation of inhibitory associations between the context
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f extinction and the US, which are not active when the animal
s removed from that context. Because neurotoxic lesions do not
ffect CX–US inhibitory associations, renewal is not expected
o be impaired.

In sum, under the assumption that between-CS associations
re absent after neurotoxic hippocampal lesions, the model cor-
ectly describes impaired reinstatement and preserved renewal.
nterestingly, Wilson et al. [8] reported that fornix lesions,
n addition to having similar consequences on reinstatement
nd renewal, also preserve spontaneous recovery. This addi-
ional result is also described by model under the assumption
hat between-CS associations are absent. In the normal case,
he model describes spontaneous recovery because Novelty’
ncreases due to the unpredicted re-appearance of the CS, which
ad been absent for some time and therefore unpredicted by
he context. This increase in Novelty’ increases attention to
he CS, thereby allowing for the expression of the remain-
ng CS–US association, and the generation of a CR. In the
esioned case, spontaneous recovery is also present because
ovelty’ increases when the CS is presented even in the absence
f CX–CS associations. Attention increases because atten-
ion to the CX decreases during the absence of the CS (as
X–CX associations increase), making the CX unable to acti-
ate the CX–US inhibitory association and counterbalance the
S–US excitatory association. Again, this increase in Novelty’

ncreases attention to the CS and results in the generation of
CR.

.3.3. Comparison with alternative assumptions
In contrast to our assumption that excitoxic hippocampal

esions impair the formation of between-CS associations, Fro-
ardt et al. [9] suggested that neurotoxic hippocampal lesions
mpede the formation of CX–US excitatory associations. This
uggestion has received recent support from Otto and Poon’s
30] report showing that excitotoxic lesions of the dorsal
ippocampus impair contextual fear conditioning, presumably
ediated by CX–US associations. Lack of a CS–US excitatory

ssociation would impair reinstatement by eliminating the effect
f reinforced CX exposures, but not affect renewal because it
oes not depend on those associations. In agreement with these
otions, computer simulations with the SLG model also show
hat, under the assumption that CX–US excitatory associations
re absent after selective hippocampal lesions, reinstatement is
bolished.

Even if the simulations generated assuming an (a) impair-
ent of between-CS associations, and (b) CX–US excitatory

ssociations are similar for the spontaneous recovery, reinstate-
ent, and renewal cases, they differ in their predictions for fast

eacquisition with few extinction trials and slow reacquisition
ith many extinction trials [31]. Whereas impairment of CX–US

ssociation should not have a major effect on either fast or slow
eacquisition, impairment of between-CS associations will have
n impact on slow acquisition because attention to the CS and the

X will not change during the prolonged extinction. According

o the model, presentation of the US during reacquisition causes
he initially inhibitory CX–US association to become excitatory,
hereby exposing the remaining CS–US excitatory association.

2

e

in Research 177 (2007) 242–253 249

hen attention to the CX is small, the CX–US association will
hange slowly and reacquisition will be slow.

Finally, it is worth observing that, in contrast to the effect of
eurotoxic hippocampal lesions and fornix lesions, muscimol
nfusions in the dorsal hippocampus [32], muscimol infusions
n the ventral hippocampal [33] or electrolytic lesions of the dor-
al hippocampus [34] impair (at least some types of) renewal.
uch results would call for assuming both the impairment of
xcitatory and inhibitory CX–US associations, an assumption
hat might simply imply the absence of context representa-
ions following hippocampal lesions [59]. In the absence of
nhibitory CX–US associations, CS–US associations are nec-
ssarily eliminated and any form of recovery from extinction
s impossible. To the extent that inhibitory CS–US associ-
tions are intact following neurotoxic hippocampal lesions
56], this impairment would be limited to inhibitory CX–US
ssociations.

In sum, it is possible that a combination of impaired (a)
etween-CS associations and (b) excitatory and inhibitory
X–US associations is needed to correctly describe the effect
f excitotoxic hippocampal lesions on both latent inhibition and
ost-extinction effects.

.4. Reinstatement in humans

.4.1. Experimental data
LaBar and Phelps ([12]; Experiment 3) reported that rein-

tatement of skin conductance response was absent in two
mnesic patients with hypoxic damage to the hippocampus. In
his experiment, participants received: (1) 4 habituation trials of

visual CS presented alone (blue square, 4-s duration), (2) 4
cquisition trials of the CS paired with a shock US delivered to
he wrist (200 ms duration, co-terminating with the CS, 100%
einforcement), (3) 8 extinction trials of the CS alone, (4) 4 tri-
ls of re-exposure to the US alone, (5) 8 CS-alone recovery test
rials. Five-minute waiting periods separated the extinction and
S re-exposure phases, as well as the US re-exposure and CS

ecovery test phases. The ITI duration was 16(±2) s throughout
ll experimental phases, except for the US re-exposure phase,
hich was 50(±1) s in duration. Amnesic patients and one group
f matched healthy control subjects (N = 8) were placed in the
ame environmental context for all phases of the study. Another
ealthy control group (N = 8) underwent US re-exposure in a
ovel (irrelevant) context.

Recovery of extinguished fear (between vertical solid lines
n Fig. 5, Top Panel) occurred only for control participants who
nderwent reinstatement in the same environmental context.
mnesics showed intact acquisition and extinction of fear dur-

ng the initial training session but they did not show fear recovery
ollowing reinstatement in the same environmental context.

Although renewal has been demonstrated recently in humans
35,36], its presence has not been yet assessed in amnesic
atients.
.4.2. Simulation results
We approximated the skin conductance response used in the

xperiment with the CR provided by the model. Therefore, habit-
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Fig. 5. Reinstatement of conditioned fear in normal human participants
and amnesic patients. Top Panel: Normalized skin conductance conditioned
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esponses by group and experimental phase. Data from LaBar and Phelps
[12], Experiment 3). Bottom Panel: Computer simulations. Average conditioned
esponses over 2 trials.

ation trials were not included in the simulations because, unlike
he skin response, the CR starts at zero. We applied the same
imulation parameters used to simulate Bouton and Bolles ([6],
xperiment 1), with exception of the number of extinction trials,
hich was reduced to only 8 in order to capture the incomplete

xtinction achieved in the LaBar and Phelps [12] experiment.
According to the model, amnesic patients do not show

einstatement for the same reasons animals with neurotoxic hip-
ocampal lesions fail to do it. Patients are insensitive to the
bsence of the CS during reinstatement trials and, therefore, do
ot increase attention to the CX when the US is presented in the
bsence of the CS, which is needed to make positive the CX–US
ssociation that is responsible for reinstatement.

. Discussion

The present study shows that an existing neural network
odel of classical conditioning [13] provides a clear mecha-

istic account for the different properties of reinstatement and
ow the phenomenon is impaired by hippocampal dysfunction.

he model correctly describes that reinstatement (a) follows US
resentations in the testing context ([6], Experiment 1; [17]), (b)
ollows US presentations in the context of extinction with test-
ng conducted in a different context [7], (c) is related to CX–US

s
m
t

in Research 177 (2007) 242–253

xcitatory associations formed after reinforcement trials [17],
d) is eliminated by exposure to the context ([6], Experiment 2),
nd (e) is eliminated by exposure to an independently reinforced
S [16]. In addition, according to the model (f) the inhibitory
X–US associations formed during extinction are difficult to
etect in summation tests [17] either because the (a) CX is not
ttended or (b) because CX and CS form a configural stimulus
hich is only partially activated and poorly attended, when the

nhibitory power of the context is evaluated in the absence of the
S.

.1. Associational and attentional mechanisms involved in
einstatement

According to the SLG model, conditioned responding is
etermined by (a) the magnitude of CS–US and CX–US asso-
iations, and (b) the attention directed to the CS and the CX.
ttention to a CS, zCS, or the CX, zCX, is proportional to the
ovelty detected by the subject in the environment, Novelty’.
ttention can increase even when that CS (or that CX) is absent,

f that CS (or CX) is predicted by other CSs or the CX. Novelty’
s proportional to the sum of the absolute values of the difference
etween expected and actual events. Like the Rescorla–Wagner
lgorithm, changes in associations are proportional to the dif-
erence between actual values of the CS and their predicted
alues (BCS, BUS). However, because in our model BCS and
US do not assume negative values, conditioned inhibitors are
ot extinguished by CS presentations.

In a reinstatement protocol, the CX–US associations become
nhibitory during extinction, which protects the excitatory
S–US associations from extinction and precludes the gener-
tion of the CR. When the US is presented in the CX following
xtinction, the CX–US association becomes excitatory [17] and
eleases the CR during testing. Whereas the basic phenomenon
an be explained in terms of associational processes, attentional
echanisms are needed to describe the results. For instance,

he inhibitory context–US associations would be difficult to
etect because attention to the context is very small. Also, the
bsence of the expected CS during US presentations in the
ontext of testing increases Novelty’ and attention to the CX,
hich makes possible the formation of a CX–US excitatory

ssociation. Finally, reinstatement is eliminated by exposure
o the context (or by exposure to an independently reinforced
S) because it results in a decreased CX–US association and
decreased attention to the CS. It is important to notice that,

ecause CX–US associations cannot become inhibitory when
he CX is extinguished in the absence of the CS (as it had
ccurred during extinction), an attentional mechanism is needed
o decrease responding to the CS, in the absence of contextual
nhibition.

.2. Other simulated results also related to extinction
Larrauri and Schmajuk (submitted for publication) have
hown that the model is capable of describing, in great detail,
any experimental results also related to extinction: (1) spon-

aneous recovery, the re-emergence of the CR when the CS is
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ested some time after extinction mentioned above [4,37–39], (2)
enewal, the re-emergence of the CR when the CS is tested in a
ontext different from that of extinction [39–42], and (3) reac-
uisition, that can be slower or faster than the original acquisition
[43–46]; Ricker and Bouton, 1986). In addition, Larrauri and
chmajuk (submitted for publication) reported that the model
orrectly describes external desinhibition [47], backward con-
itioning [46,48], and contextual discrimination [49].

As mentioned above, according to the model, the inhibitory
X–US associations formed during extinction are difficult to
etect in summation tests due to the reduced attention to the
ontext. An alternative explanation was proposed by Bouton
1,29] who suggested that the inhibitory associations are acti-
ated by the combined presentation of the CX and the CS at
n AND gate. Therefore, in the absence of the CS, the CX
oes not appear inhibitory. Larrauri and Schmajuk (submitted
or publication) simulated an experiment that decides between
he attentional and the AND gate hypotheses. In the proposed
tudy, the experimental group would receive presentations of a
ovel CS, preceding the summation trials in the test context.
his manipulation would increase the internal representation of
ontext through the Novelty’ of the unexpected CS, and possibly
llow for the expression of the CX–US inhibitory association. If
o inhibition is detected in such summation test, the AND gate
ypothesis should be favored. Larrauri and Schmajuk (submitted
or publication) pointed out that the applicability of the model
s independent of this experimental result, which only decides
he way the variable representing the CX is interpreted.

Besides the extinction-related phenomena, the network
orrectly describes (1) acquisition of delay and trace condi-
ioning, (2) acquisition with different CS and US durations
nd intensities, (3) external inhibition, (4) extinction, (5) par-
ial reinforcement with different percentages of reinforced trials,
6) conditioned inhibition, (7) nonextinction of a conditioned
nhibitor by CS-alone presentations, (8) blocking, (9) the “rein-
orcer nonspecific” aspects of unblocking, (10) overshadowing,
11) discrimination acquisition and reversal, (12) second-order
onditioning, (13) sensory preconditioning, and (14) a very large
umber of the different properties of latent inhibition [13].

Importantly, Schmajuk and Larrauri [14] have shown that the
odel describes a number of challenging experimental results

howing that (a) extinction of the blocking or overshadowing
timulus results in the recovery of the response to the blocked or
vershadowed stimulus, (b) backward blocking is possible, (c)
ackward blocking shows spontaneous recovery, (d) extinction
f the training context results in the recovery from latent inhibi-
ion, (e) interposing a delay between conditioning and testing in
atent inhibition results in super latent inhibition, and (f) latent
nhibition antagonizes overshadowing.

.3. Theories of reinstatement

Some theories of extinction can account for reinstatement.

or Rescorla’s [50] theory of decreased US processing, sponta-
eous recovery and reinstatement are the result of the recovery
f the US processing. For inhibitory theories of extinction
51], reinstatement might be the result of inhibitory connec-
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ions being more recent and, therefore, more changeable than the
xcitatory ones. For the competing memories theories [52,53],
einstatement is the result of the older memories of acquisition
nterfering with the more recent ones of extinction. For general-
zation decrement models [55], reinstatement is the consequence
f making the situation similar to that experienced during
cquisition.

The Rescorla and Wagner [18] model explains extinction in
erms of a CX–US inhibitory association and reinstatement as
he result of the inhibitory CX–US association being neutral-
zed or made excitatory during US presentations in the context
f testing. Also, reinstatement is decreased, but not eliminated
y nonreinforced CX presentations, because excitatory CX–US
ssociations can be reduced to zero but not made back inhibitory.
ecause our model incorporates a modified, real-time compet-

tive rule, it also addresses these data in ways similar to the
escorla and Wagner [18] rule. But in addition, other experi-
ental results are explained as the consequence of attentional
echanisms. These results include the fact that reinstatement

an be completely eliminated by nonreinforced presentations of
he previously reinforced context.

Bouton [1,29] formally suggested that (a) excitatory CS–US
ssociations increase during acquisition, (b) CS–US associations
o not decrease during extinction, (c) the CS and the spatial or
emporal CX are combined into an AND gate, (d) inhibitory
ND gate–US associations are formed during extinction, and (e)
ND gate–US associations do not change unless both the CS and

he CX are simultaneously present to activate the gate. Accord-
ng to Bouton [1,29], reinstatement is explained because CX–US
ssociations are part of the conditioning context, and present-
ng the US in the context is equivalent to returning the animal
o the context of conditioning [54]. Unfortunately, in contrast
ith experimental data ([7], Experiment 3), Bouton’s (personal

ommunication) assumptions make reinstatement identical to an
BA renewal.
Westbrook et al. [7] suggested that context plays two roles in

einstatement depending on the CX where extinction, US presen-
ation, and testing take place. When US presentations and testing
ccur in the same context (e.g., Groups AAA and ABB), West-
rook et al. agree with Bouton’s view that reinstatement is the
onsequence of CX–US associations retrieving a CS–US mem-
ry. Instead, when the US is presented in the context of extinction
ut tested in a different context (e.g., Group AAB), Westbrook et
l. agree with Holland’s (1990) [58] suggestion that CS–CX and
X–US associations mediate reinstatement. Interestingly, our
odel also describes AAAB and ABBC reinstatement through

ensory preconditioning that combines CS–CX with CX–US
ssociations.

.4. Hippocampal dysfunction

By assuming that a deficit in the formation of CS–CX and
X–CS associations, the SLG model describes the effect of

ippocampal neurotoxic lesions in animals ([9], Experiment 1)
nd in human amnesics [12]. According to the model, amnesic
atients and animals with hippocampal lesions fail to show rein-
tatement because they are insensitive to the absence of the CS
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einstatement.

. Conclusion

The present paper shows how an attentional-associative
odel of classical conditioning can describe reinstatement.
ccording to the model, two factors are critical for the rein-

tatement of fear following extinction: (a) decrements of the
nhibitory CX–US associations established during extinction by
ubsequent presentations of the US in the CX, and (b) increased
ttention to the CS during testing. Importantly, in the model
ttention is controlled by the novelty that the subjects detect in
he environment.

We also show that the effect of selective lesions of the hip-
ocampus on reinstatement is well described by the model under
he assumption that between-CS associations are impaired. This
ssumption has been successful at describing the effect of hip-
ocampal, and predicting the effect of accumbal, lesions on
atent inhibition. In addition to impaired reinstatement, the
ssumption describes preservation of spontaneous recovery and
enewal. Although some data seem to support these predic-
ions, other experimental results suggest that renewal might be
mpaired. Therefore, it is possible that a combination of impaired
a) between-CS associations and (b) excitatory and inhibitory
X–US associations is needed to correctly describe the effect
f excitotoxic hippocampal lesions on both latent inhibition and
ost-extinction effects.
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